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Quick Scout Volley for iPad, the app that makes volleyball scouting easy
Published on 09/25/15
Dot Next today introduces Quick Scout Volley 1.0 for iOS, an app designed to make
volleyball scouting fast and easy. Quick Scout Volley allows you to track all players
actions, shots trajectories and other events of the match, proposing then comprehensive
statistics and reports on matches and players. Evaluate all the fundamentals, draw
trajectories and annotate other events of the match as the entrance and exit of the
libero, time-outs, substitutions and more.
Genoa, Italy - Dot Next today is pleased to announce the immediate availability of Quick
Scout Volley 1.0 for iOS, the app designed to make volleyball scouting fast and easy.
Already available for the Android platform it arrives today on the iTunes App Store.
The application has everything it needs the volleyball coach to analyze the performance of
their teams starting from real-time detection in the field: you can evaluate all the
fundamentals, draw trajectories and annotate other events of the match as the entrance and
exit of the libero, time-outs and substitutions.
"To propose a volleyball scouting app really new and useful it was essential to solve the
complexity, providing complete functionality in a clear interface," says Luca Calcagno,
head of design. "The design work started as an analysis of key features of the scouting
section. We had to translate the pattern of evaluations of the hits in a graphical
summary, usable and beautiful: the solution was found in the evaluation wheel, the tool
created to make the user experience linear and straightforward. We then moved on to the
design of teams, players and matches management. To obtain a linear and optimized flow
which leads the observer and guides him through all necessary data entry we developed
sliding panels navigation. Finally, data visualization. All reports and statistics graphs
and tables have been designed according to the demands and needs reported directly by
skilled coaches and technical staff. Each statistic was designed to be clear and
accessible, with a light and contemporary style."
Quick Scout Volley graphics are innovative and optimized in both the scout and data
management interface. The main menu is always available and provides access to the
different sections of the application. Sliding panels browsing gives immediate access to
content and settings.
In the appropriate sections you can manage several teams organized by seasons. For each
team you can manage players, each player's card is accompanied by the common fields in the
master data, the role, the jersey number and a free field for any notes of the coach.
You can also define different types of competitions (leagues, tournaments, friendly). The
statistics section completes the app: they can be sorted by team, player and type of
competition.
After the first evaluations you can access the metch report in real time. Charts and
reports are essential both during the match and after its end. Statistics are essential to
understand the performance of the teams and to plan future training and matches. You can
check the efficiency of the players in attack and how this value changes according to the
rotation in the field and to the setter.
Thanks to its completeness and simplicity this app is suitable for all types of team,
professional or amateur, and can handle more teams in different types of competitions,
thus proposing as a comprehensive tool for all coaches.
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Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 8.0 or later
* 17,5 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Quick Scout Volley 1.0 is $14.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Sports category. Support for
the game is available online.
Dot Next:
http://www.dotnext.it/
Quick Scout Volley 1.0:
http://www.quickscoutvolley.com
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/quick-scout-volley-osserva/id917310671
Screenshot 1:
http://www.quickscoutvolley.com/media/screenshot01.jpg
Screenshot 2:
http://www.quickscoutvolley.com/media/screenshot02.jpg
App Icon:
http://www.quickscoutvolley.com/media/icon-512.png

Headquartered in Genoa, Italy Dot Next snc is an Italian privately held corporation
founded in 2006 by Luca Calcagno and Michele Ferraro. Dot Next specializes in graphics,
communication and software development. Their strengths are great skills, passion, and
attention to human relationships. Since 2009 Dot Next develops mobile apps for different
platforms and devices with more than 20 active apps published on different app stores
Copyright (C) 2006-2015 Dot Next snc. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone,
iPod, and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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